EXCELLENCE IN MACHINING

EXHIBITORS LIST

2F SAS
3 ERRE SRL

Company Name

City
Ozegna
Bellusco

Province
TO
MB

Website

3DP SRL

Alzate Brianza

CO

www.gruppopontiggia.it

3T TRATTAMENTI TERMICI TORINO srl
A.G. TRADING CLAMPS SRL

Rivoli
Fossalta Di Piave

TO
VE

www.3tsrl.it
www.ag-trading.it

A.L.A. GUIZZI SRL

Desio

MB

www.alaguizzi.it

A.M.B. TECHNOLOGIES SRL

Malgrate

LC

www.ambautomazioni.it

A.M.F. SNC

Ozegna

TO

www.stampaggioamf.com

A.S.C. FRANCHI LASER SNC

Proserpio

CO

www.franchilaser.it

AB MACH SRL
ACN SRL
AEC SOLUZIONI srl

Vigevano
Nova Milanese
Torino

PV
MB
TO

www.abmach.it
www.acnsrl.it
www.aecsoluzioni.it

AEFFE SRL

Ottobiano

PV

www.aeffe-srl.net

AG TECHNIK SRL

Grugliasco

TO

www.agtechnik..it

AIR VISION SRL

Lecco

LC

www.airvisionsrl.it

AIR.VER 2C DI COLOMBO STEFANO

Airuno

LC

www.airver.it

AIROLDI E BELGERI SRL

Lecco

LC

www.airoldi-belgeri.it

www.2-f.it
www.redaelli.it

Activity Description
Customized small metal parts manufacturing
Tooling - Machine tools trading.
Subcontracting manufacturing: laser cutting, drilling, polishing, screwing and
threading, welding, soldering, grinding, metal carpentry.
Heat treatments for metals.
Precision casting, lost wax casted stainless steel parts.
Manufacturing and repair of equipment parts for industrial furnaces and heat
treatment systems - Special materials sale (Nickel + duplex) for high temperatures,
corrosion.
Electrical and electronic automation, software for machines and industrial systems industry 4.0 enabling technologies - System Integrator
Hot upsetting for pinions, shafts, axle shafts, hubs, gears and similar components.
Metal carpentry, waterjet 2D/3D laser cutting, folding, punching, welding, laser
marking.
Machine tools repair and sale.
Mechanical tooling.
Design and industrial software solutions.
Precision mechanical machining; three-dimensional testing; Sub systems assembly;
sale and manufacturing of centrifugal separators for the cooling lubricant treatment.
Dies and moulds design and manufacturing - sale of manual, hydraulic and
pneumatic couplings
Compressed air systems and controllers design, supply and assistance- new superior
control and management systems 4.0
Industrial painting.
Tooling and industrial hardware. Cutting tools, abrasives, bolts and screws, chemical
anchors, measuring instruments, manual tools etc. We market the best European
brands in these fields. If you are looking for a specialist with 114 years of history,
you have found him.

AIROLDI METALLI SPA

Molteno

LC

www.airoldimetalli.it

Cutting-to-lenght bars and plates using band and circular sawing machines - milling,
turning, heat treatments, shotpeening - non-ferrous metals trade: aluminium and its
light alloys, stainless steel, copper, brass, bronze.

ALGRA SPA

Almenno San
Salvatore

BG

www.algra.it

Manufacturing of tool holders and tooling devices for machine tools.

ALKEMATEC SRL

Legnano

ALMA SRL
ALPA SRL

ALTEMA SRL
AMF ANDREAS MAIER GMBH & CO. KG

Giussano
Pontoglio
Castel Guelfo
Cambiago
San Clemente
Fellbach

AR FILTRAZIONI SRL

Bergamo

BG

www.arfiltrazioni.it

ARCOBALENO VERNICIATURA SRL

Paderno Dugnano

MI

www.avsrl.it

ALTAG SRL

MI
MB
BS
BO
MI
RN
Germania

www.alkematec.com
www.almagiussano.it
www.alpametrology.com
www.altag.it
www.altema.it
www.amf.de

Consultancy, design and design assistance for purification of oily wastewater, from
mechanical processing, and industrial waters, generally polluted by metals and oils,
systems.
Machines and products for the metals surface treatment.
Measuring instruments wholesale trade.
Waterjet cutting - CNC processing - laser cutting service - various mechanical
processing.
Manufacturing and processing of aluminium components.
Workholding
Oil mist cleaners to be installed on machine tools with indoor recirculation of
filtered air.
Metal sand-blasting - powder coating
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B
A
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418
33/34

A
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B
A

433
115

CC

733

A

73

B

308

A

43

B
B
B

422/423
425
413A

A

42

A

112

B

421/426

A

200

B

262

B

347/348/
367/368

B

345/346/
325/326

C

563

C
A

541
11/12

B

420

B
B

359
301/302

C

648/649

CC

740

Company Name

Province

ARNABOLDI SRL

City
San Martino
Buonalbergo
Senna Comasco

ATTREZZATURE AGINT SRL

ARKA LUBE SPA

Website

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

VR

www.arkalube.it

Trade in products for lubrication and cooling lubricants.

C

625

CO

www.arnaboldisrl.it

A

84

Cesano Boscone

MI

www.agint.com

C

551

ATTREZZERIA VITTONI SAS

Mergozzo

VB

www.attrezzeria-vittoni.it

A

132/133

AUTEK SRL
AUTOBLOK SPA

Busto Arsizio
Caprie

VA
TO

www.autek.it
www.smwautoblok.it

Precision micromachining - Laser-based micro-welding - laser marking.
Trade and distribution on the national territory of gripping systems for mechanical
processing, welding, devices and machines.
Mechanical processing for third parties - construction of molds for blanking and
drawing sheet metal - construction of injection molds for plastic materials - plastic
small batches molding.
Special machines manufacturer - assembly automation and equipments.
Workholding manufacturing for machine tools.

B
B

443
369

AUTOMATIC GI.MA.

Treviglio

BG

www.automaticgima.it

B

343

B

273

C

612

A

26

B

293
148/149/
150

AUTON SISTEMI SRL

Torino

TO

www.autonsistemi.it

AZETA 23 SRL

Dubino

SO

www.azeta23.com

B.MEC ITALIA SRLS

Lodi Vecchio

LO

www.bmecitalia.com

BB VITERIE DI BRIVIO ANDREA

Missaglia

LC

BENATI ENRICO TORNERIA METALLI SNC

Cucciago

CO

www.benatienrico.it

BERMA MACCHINE SRL

Budrio

BO

www.berma.com

VC

www.bertisalina.it

BS

www.bertoloniebotturi.it

Manufacturing of transfer machines, CN machining centres, hydropneumatic and CN
units, rotary indexing tables, workholders - design consultancy, transfer technical
assistance, maintenance and retrofitting.
Distribution, integration and customization of CAD / CAM software. Technical
assistance services and CAD / CAM training for companies. Official Esprit CAM and
Rhinoceros Esprit CAM dealer: www.espritcam.it by DP Technology. Esprit CAD /
CAM software for milling, EDM turning, EDM, multitasking swiss type lathes.
Rhinoceros: www.en.na.mcneel.com by McNEEL & ASSOCIATES. CAD modeler of
solids and 3D surfaces.
Precision metal carpentry - laser cutting.
Industrial production service. Virtual machining by means of 3D CAD design,
CAM programming and CNC parametric, toolpath verification with reverse
engineering station and advanced virtual simulation of machine tools,
personal training through lectures and courses financed by the district
regions, adjustment to industry 4.0. We help companies to develop new
manufacturing methods and to use advanced software by providing effective
support and developing dedicated kinematics, post processors and both
hardware and software components.
Bolts and screws trading.
CNC turning and milling - processing of small and medium-sized turned parts to
customer design.
Berma Macchine has been present on the industrial marking market for over 40
years. The range of products of the Bolognese company ranges from dotpeen
marking machines to the most complex fiber laser marking systems

C

565

A

72

B

437

A

85

BERTOLONI & BOTTURI SRL

Bornate di
Serravalle Sesia
Gavardo

BIAZZI GIOVANNI SRL

Cornate d'Adda

MB

www.biazzigiovanni.com

BILANCERIA ROCCA GIANLUCA & C. SNC

Lecco

LC

www.bilanceriarocca.it

Sale, repair, maintenance, calibration and ISO certification of weighing instruments.

C

626/627

BINETTI & FORLANI SPA

Varese

VA

www.binettieforlani.com

Trade and representation of machinery, mechanical equipment, mechanical tools.

A

75/76

BLASER SWISSLUBE AG CH
BONCATO SRL

Hasle-Ruegsau
Arese

www.blaser.com
www.boncato.it

Production and distribution of lubricating oils for mechanical processing.
Steel trade and cutting service.

A
A

164/165
111

BERTI&SALINA SRL

Svizzera
MI

Small precision metal parts - brass and AVP processing to manufacture customized
components.
Hot pressing and mechanical processing.
Precision mechanical workshop - CNC turning and milling on behalf of third parties mechanical constructions.

A
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

Activity Description
Electroplating and metal finishing treatments - galvanizing - tinning - nickel plating silver plating - gilding - tumbling - pickling - passivation - stainless steel
electropolishing.
Mechanical processing on plastic semi-finished products.
Customized mechanical components, assemblies and machinery.
Founded in 1965 in Calolziocorte (LC), Butti today has become a solid and dynamic
company, leader in the sector of construction equipment and mechanical
workshops. It has a complete and versatile range of products for the industry,
such as: Forks, bins, pliers, accessories, tanks, baskets, trolleys, tanks.
There are dozens of products included in the Butti catalog offer, the result of
CAD 3D computerized technology and production, all carried out within its
factories.

Pavilion

Stand

A

69

A
CC

123
700

A

94/95

BONZI SNC DI BONZI ALESSANDRO E GIANNI

San Pellegrino
Terme

BG

www.galvanicabonzi.it

BOSCHELLO FEDELE SRL
BRIDGE SRL

Vigonza
Burolo

PD
TO

www.boschello.it
www.bridge-automation.com

BUTTI SRL

Cisano B.sco

BG

www.butti.it

C - LAB SRL

Brandizzo

TO

www.c-labtornerie.it

Automatic precision turning.

C

C.B. SRL
C.F. TORINO SRL

Calderara di Reno
Moncalieri

BO
TO

www.cbsrl.com
www.cftorino.it

Precision mechanics factory.
Manufacturing and trading of standardized components for molds.

B
B

606/607/
608
409
269

C.L.M. SRL

Fontanelle

TV

www.clmmeccanica.it

Manufacturing of mechanical components using numerically controlled milling
machines.

A

191

C

554

C.M.C. COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE CEREDA
DI CEREDA MARCO

Agrate Brianza

MB

www.cmc-cereda.it

Precision milling and turning, sampling and pre-series, chip removal in general and
for any field. Machining on light materials such as aluminum, brass and
plastics with CNC lathes and cutters, multi-axis lathes and 4-axis machining
centers

C.R. SAS DI GNOCCHI GIORGIO

Gallarate

VA

www.crgnocchi.it

Grinding processes on behalf of third parties.

C

639

CANDUSSO SRL

Caronno Pertusella

VA

www.ingranaggicandusso.it

Microgears manufacturing - precision racks.

B

380

CANTARELLI GIANCARLO SAS DI CANTARELLI Varano Marchesi MARZIO & C.
Medesano

PR

www.cantarelligiancarlo.com

Mechanics factory: CNC turning and milling.

B

454/455

CAPECCHI SRL

Borgo S. Lorenzo

FI

www.capecchi.info

Components and mechanical units manufacturing - measuring instruments.

B

381

CASATI MARIO SRL

Paderno Dugnano

MI

www.casati-torneria.it

Plates turning - 2D and 3D laser cutting - light carpentry.

B

307

CASPE SRL

Busnago

MB

www.caspe.it

C

630

CASTAL SRL

Leno

BS

www.castal.net

B

355

A

189

C

646

Innovative metal carpentry - sheet metal working - assembling / manufacturing welding - painting
Steel hot pressing.

CED TRASFORMATORI

Desio

MB

www.ceditaly.it

On the Italian and international markets since 1960, producing electrical
transformers, CED offers a wide range of high-quality transformers, from single
pieces designed around the unique requirements of a client to standard massproduced items. Our design engineers work to create bespoke and mass-produced
transformers, establishing us as the go-to partner for companies of a range of types
and sizes. In its sixty years of history, experience and professionalism, our company
has also developed a strong drive for research and innovation, seeking out new
materials, greater energy efficiency and reduced environmental impact. We were
the first to introduce a line of aluminium-wound products, including for lowerpower transformers, truly blazing a trail. This enables our clients to make significant
savings.

CFM LOMBARDIA SRL

Rescaldina

MI

www.cfmlombardia.it

Sales and service of ndustrial suction plants for cleaning up of machines - suitable
for chips, liquids and dusts.
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Company Name
CHIARI BRUNO SRL

Chiari

Province
BS

Website
www.chiaribruno.it

Activity Description
Cutting and machining on aluminum profiles.

MB

www.ciarobotics.it

Study, design, production, installation, sale and maintenance of automated units.

B

BO
MI

www.torneriaciemmedi.it
www.cimsystem.com

VB

www.cinox.it

A

168/169

MI

www.cmz.com

C

617/618

CO.AR.CA SRL

Barzanò

LC

www.coarca.it

B

393

CO.M.AR.P.

Senago

MI

www.comarp.it

A

119

CODATO SRL

Cassago M.go

VA

www.codatosrl.com

Automatic turning.
CAD/CAM software development and marketing.
Design - industrialization - metal carpentry production by laser cutting - bending welding - calendering - cold pressing - assemblies.
Manufacturing of CNC slant bed lathes.
Metalworking tube laser cutting, sheet metal laser cutting - trimming - welding bending - tapering - coining.
Highly specialized mechanical processing: boring, milling, grinding, shearing, turning,
carpentry, toothing - ceramic coatings with HVOF technology - rubber and plastic
molding.
Mechanical processing using CNC machines on behalf of third parties.

B
B

CMZ ITALIA SRL

Imola
Cinisello Balsamo
Premosello
Chiovenda
Magnago

Stand
650
399/400/
401
272
450

CIA AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS SRL

Albiate

CIEMMEDI SRL
CIMSYSTEM SRL

A

61

COGO BILANCE SRL

Oggiona con S.
Stefano

VA

www.cogobilance.it

A

40

A

79

A

28

B

387

CINOX SRL

City

COLOMBO GIOVANNI E FIGLI S.R.L.

Abbadia Lariana

LC

www.colombotorneria.it

COMAR SRL

Lozzo Atestino

PD

www.comarleghe.it

Design, manufacturing and sale of weighing and dosing systems - weighers - scales load cells - assistance and maintenance - periodic verification - metrology.
Manufacturing of high-quality turned parts according to the customer's design for
the following applications: automotive, hydraulic, pneumatic, oil and gas, household
appliances and mechanical in general.
Tools: wire production for EDM - supply of filters, resins, spare parts for electrical
discharge machines.

Pavilion
C

COMMERCIALE FOND SPA

Modena

MO

www.commercialefond.it

Manufacturing of high-quality turned parts according to the customer's design for
the following applications: automotive, hydraulic, pneumatic, oil and gas, household
appliances and mechanical in general. Service of: Cutting to size on all materials
marketed; roughing by Milling of cast iron bars, deep drilling of round and square
bars in cast iron and aluminum; Peeling of cast iron bars. Trade in: "Lost Wax"
castings in all steel alloys, in aluminum and copper alloys. Operating branches with
warehouse in Milan, Padua and Turin.

COMPATECH SRL

Massalengo

LO

www.compatech.it

Die-casting of aluminum and zinc alloys - CNC machining of extruded aluminum
components.

A

144

COMUNITA' GIOVANNI XXIII IL CALABRONE
CREMONA

Cremona

CR

Precision metalworking on behalf of third parties.

A

100

CONSORZIO SCALVE MECCATRONIK

Vilminore di Scalve

BG

www.scalvemeccatronik.it

Precision machining, grinding, lapping.

B

392/411/
412

Pila

VC

www.coprasnc.it

Small metal parts for the production of mechanical components.

A

78

Trezzano Rosa

MI

www.coral.it

B

439/440

CORTI MACCHINE UTENSILI DI CORTI MARCO
Brescia
& C. SNC

BS

www.cortimacchineutensili.it

Design, manufacturing and installation of extraction systems.
Since 1964 reliable supplier of products and services for mechanical machining.
Specialized in machinery and equipment for cutting, working and deforming
sheet metal. Band saw range - laser cutting systems - drills - tapping
machines - bending machines - swarf removal machines - presses equipment etc.

A

140

COS.ME.L SNC DI LA COGNATA T. & C.

VA

www.nuova-cosmel.com

CC

734

COPRA SNC DI PRANDINA MAURO E
GIANPAOLO & C.
CORAL ENGINEERING SRL

Lonate Pozzolo

Manufacturing of heavy metal carpentry and mechanical processing supplier.
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Company Name

Pavilion

Stand

www.cosema.cloud

Design and manufacturing of on-board of machines and centralized cooling
lubricants filtration systems for disposable and self-cleaning machine tools, chip
conveyors, systems for the transport, treatment and storage of metal shavings,
centrifuges for oil removal and drying, shredders. Rolls of non-woven fabric,
spare parts and after-sales assistance.

A

184

PV

www.effeduegcv.com

Centrifuges for oil removal and drying, parts washing machines, industrial washing
machines for small metal parts and shavings. Sieving machines, separators,
conveyor belts, accessories (dripping trolleys, storage tanks for oil or refrigerant
settling)

C

647

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE ANTONIAZZI SRL San Fior

TV

www.antoniazzisrl.net

Precision mechanical machining - turning - milling.

A

18/19

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE PROVERA SRL

Terruggia

AL

www.cmprovera.it

B

453

CREMONINI SRL

Suello

LC

www.cremoninigroup.it

Design, manufacturing and installation of stainless steel and aluminum metal
carpentry - metal sheet laser cutting - bending machines - punching machines.

B

252/253

CY-LASER SRL

Schio

VI

www.cy-laser.com

Manufacturing, marketing and assistance of fiber laser cutting systems (2D - tube),
marking systems and special machines.

E

750

www.damec.eu

Precision mechanical machining: cylindrical precision lapping for holes - lapping
machines, spindles, abrasives, rodents, brushes, mechanical components, cutting
oils. Machinery assistance and maintenance. Sampling for third parties.

C

510

www.derossivittoriano.it

Since 1972, precision machining: milling even large dimensions (1600 x 800 x 1000),
boring and turning. Large machining centers (3000 x 600 x 600) and ultra-fast
machining centers (600 x 500 x 600) Applications: Food, Mechatronics,
Pharma, Packaging, Oil & Gas and Chemical, etc. We work from the single
piece, to small and large series (milling) using different types of materials
such as steel, aluminum, stainless steel, titanium and others. We can offer a
"finished product" including engineering design and consultancy, mechanical
machining, treatments (eg protective, thermal, surface ...), mechanical
assembly and transportation. Our mission is to offer an outstanding service
with a particular attention to delivery times. Some examples of mechanical
workings: structures, shoulders, plates, series workings of milling parts,
workings of parts according to drawing or sample, shafts, cylinders ...

A

52/53

Dell'Oro Compressori was born as a manufacturer of compressors and over the
years has become a reseller and maintainer of the main brands of compressors in
our area.

C

634

COSEMA TRADING SRL

COSTRUZIONI EFFEDUE DI FRANCIOLI FABIO

DAMEC SRL

DE ROSSI VITTORIANO SRL

City

Monza

Siziano

Nerviano

Paderno Dugnano

Province

MB

MI

MI

Website

Activity Description

DELL'ORO COMPRESSORI

Valmadrera

LC

www.compressoridelloro.com

DELTA SRL
DFM SRL

Sedrina
Monza
Ponte San Marco di
Calcinato
Premana
Busto Arsizio

BG
MB

www.deltaminuterie.it
www.dfm.srl

Precision machining for aerospace and industry

B
B

403
364

BS

www.dinamec.it

Design, manufacturing of hydraulic cylinders.

C

538

LC
VA

www.dofet.it
www.dupuyvacuums.com

CNC automatic turning - small parts
Industrial vacuums.

B
A

349
46

www.dynamisprc.com

University project that involves the design and construction of a formula-style
competition prototype with which you participate in an international championship
against the most important universities worldwide

A

2/3

DINAMEC ITALIA SRL
DOFET DI TENDERINI ANDREA & C. SAS
DU-PUY SRL
DYNAMIS PRC

Milano

MI
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

Activity Description
Structural profiles in aluminum for light mechanical constructions, mezzanines and
industrial metal shelving.

EFFEA SRL

Oggiono

LC

www.effeaforniture.it

EFFEBI SRL

Binasco

MI

www.effebi-srl.com

EIDOS ENGINEERING SRL

Spilimbergo

PN

www.eidosworks.it

ELETTROLEGHE SRL
ELETTROMECCANICA MONTINI SAS DI
CHIERERGATO DANILO & C.

Milano

MI

www.elettroleghe.it

Cologno Monzese

MI

www.montini-collettori.it

EMAP MECCANICA

Biassono

MB

www.emapfilettaturafresatura.com

EMILIO VILLA SRL COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE Villasanta

MB

www.emiliovilla.it

EMV SRL

Valmadrera

LC

www.emvsrl.com

EREDI DI BASSI ARALDO SAS

Castello D'Argile

BO

www.elboitaly.eu

ESSE 90 SAS DI REDAELLI GIAN FRANCO & C. Briosco

MB

www.esse90.it

EURAL GNUTTI SPA

Rovato

BS

EURO TECHNOLOGIES SAS DI VERGA E. & C.

Legnano

EUROFIX CANTU' DI FRIGERIO ANTONIO

Manufacturing of die-casting and plastic molds with plastic injection molding

Pavilion
A

Stand
127/128/
145/146

CC

738

A

20

C

603

A

131

C

513/514

A

199

A

83/82/10
2/103

C

566

Design and manufacture of die-casting, thermoplastic, babyplast, baby plast molding

B

286/287

www.eural.com

Extruded and drawn semi-finished products in aluminum alloys for mechanical
processing.

C

600/601

MI

www.etverga.com

Trade, overhaul and sale of automatic lathes, CNC lathes and bar loaders.

B

318/319

Mirabello di Cantù

CO

www.eurofix.it

Trade of fixing and packaging components for the industry.

B

266

EUROFORNITURE SRL

Barlassina

MB

www.euroforniture.eu

A

27

EUROGOMMA SRL

Bosisio Parini

LC

www.eurogomma.it

C

631

EUROMECCANICA SRL

Concordia sulla
Secchia

MO

www.euro-meccanicasrl.it

Precision mechanical processing for third parties

C

556

EUROPERF SRL

Mezzago

MB

www.europerf.it

Manufacturing and processing of perforated sheets, nets and expanded sheets

CC

735

Manufacturers of presses, briquetting machines and mechanical processing for third
parties.
Special materials manufacturing and trading.
Electromechanical workshop - third party works - ring collector repairs and
collectors manufacturing, brushes and brush holders.
Threading - CNC milling - automated assemblies - mechanical machining for third
parties.
CNC mechanical processing
Tornitura, rettifica alberi - vendita motori elettrici, riduttori, pompe civili e
industriali, inverter, motori ATEX.
Manufacturing and sale of measurement and control systems for machine tools - CN
- CNC - visual inspection systems - markers.

Design, manufacturing, installation of smoke, dust and gas extraction and filtration
systems.
Molding of gaskets and technical items in rubber and silicones by sample or
drawing. O-rings, washers, cut and die-cut items, extruded tubes and profiles,
masks for painting caps and stoppers, roller coating and rubber-metal
connection, anti-vibration

PC

www.eurostampsrl.it

Molds and accessories manufacturing for press brakes.

C

552

EVLASER SRL

Gragnano
Trebbiense
Casnigo

BG

www.evlaser.com

C

640

F.A.M. SRL

Granarolo Faentino

RA

www.fonderiafam.com

Laser systems manufacturing.
Ground and / or sand aluminum castings supplied to customer specifications synergies with external companies to provide a mechanically worked, painted and
assembled system.

B

394

MI

www.fium.it

Threading tools manufacturing - exclusive distribution for Italy of Magafor products.

A

122

VB

www.fllicaldi.com

CNC bar turning production

A

MB

www.gaianifratelli.it

Machine tools dealer for chip removal and sheet metal working - plunge and wire
EDM systems - band saws.

B

13
282/283/
284/285/
445/446

EUROSTAMP TOOLING SRL

F.LLI CALDI SRL

Robecco sul
Naviglio
Omegna

F.LLI GAIANI SRL

Desio

F.I.U.M. SRL
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

F.P. LASER SAS DI PARRAVICINI ALFREDO E
SILVANO & C.

Verano Brianza

MB

FANTINELLI SRL - FAMA 3D
FAPASALVI SRL

Fagnano Olona
Val Brembilla

VA
BG

www.fama3d.it
www.fapasalvi.it

FASE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SRL

Tezze Sul Brenta

VI

www.fasemec.com

FAVATA' snc
FB SRL
FELLTECH SRL
FEMA SRL

Pianezza
Crevalcore
Inzago
Biassono

TO
BO
MI
MB

www.favatasnc.it
www.fb-srl.com
www.felltechsrl.it
www.fema-group.com

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

B

356

A
C

175
524/527

C

611

B
B
A
C

429A
354
50/51
564

A

136

Screws, bolts and other small parts trading.
Automatic precision turning
Industrial filtration systems marketing.
Masking products and systems and hanging hooks.
Small parts production and cold molding.
Aluminum shell foundry.
Foundry - Aluminum sand castings
Trade and assistance on scales and slicers - counting scales - dosers - load cells labeling machines - ISO certifications - periodic verification.
Sheet metal working - laser cutting - punching - bending - welding - assembly burner manufacturing.

C
A
A
A
B
B
C

616
74
154
113/114
298
430
570

A

29

C

553

Chemical photoengraving and metal laser cutting.

B

327

Laser marking processes for third parties - micro-cutting engravings on metals and
plastics for mechanical, biomedical, aerospace and promotional applications.

FERMEC SAS

Busano

TO

http://www.fermec.biz/

FERVIT FASTENERS SPA
FILPA SRL
FILTERCOMM SRL
FINISHING GROUP SRL
FIXI LOMBARDIA SRL
FONDERIA L.E.A. srl
FONDERIA SILVESTRI SRL

Modena
Rivoli
Bergamo
Lainate
Merone
Caselette
Breganze

MO
TO
BG
MI
CO
TO
VI

www.fervit.it
www.filpa.net
www.filtercomm.it
www.euromask-shop.com
www.fixilombardia.it
www.lea.it
www.fondsilvestri.com

FONTANA BILANCE SRL

Cesano Maderno

MB

www.fontanabilance.it

FORCELLA FABIO

Val Brembilla

BG

www.carpenteriaforcella.it

FOTOMECCANICA SRL

Onigo di Pederobba

TV

www.fotomeccanica.it

FRATELLI CICERI SRL

Lecco

LC

www.fratelliciceri.it

FRESAL SRL

Volpiano

TO

FUSETTI TRASMISSIONI MECCANICHE SRL

Rovello Porro

G. REDAELLI SPA
G.A.M.M.A. 3 SAS DI GALOTTA GIONA E
GALOTTA GERMANO

3D components manufacturing.
Mechanical processing - heat treatments.
Centrifugal drying systems for small parts, chip oil recovery treatments, systems for
automatic lines or for single semi-automatic machines.
Small turned metal parts for third parties.
Precision mechanical turning
Measuring instruments - power transmission equipment.
We are a precision mechanical workshop located in Busano (TO) sitting on an area
of 3200 square meters, 1700 square meters are covered. We work components on
CNC machines in series with excellent delivery times and quality. The company's
strengths have always been the quality of the processes, the customer care to
ensure their full satisfaction and the ability to innovate. We allocate a significant
percentage of our revenues investing in machinery and plants renewal, in order to
always keep them fully efficient and in step with technological evolution. We have
developed our own quality management system certified in reference to the UNI EN
ISO 9001: 2015 standard through the TÜV certification body. We manufacture
precision mechanical components, mainly subcontracted, in the field of industrial
products, gaining experience in manufacturing parts for system and machine
manufacturers. Our most used materials: steel, cast iron, aluminum, polymers,
Teflon. We manufacture any type of component up to a maximum diameter of 600
mm and a maximum length of 600 mm according to your design.

C

505

www.fresal.com

Production of small metal parts, special screws and fastening systems - turning
operations for third-parties.
Production of integral tools for cutting machines.

A

CO

www.fusetti.com

Manufacturing of gears, broaches, worms, racks.

B

Besana Brianza

MB

www.redaelli.it

A

Cantù

CO

www.gamma3conifica.com

Tools - machine tools.
Metal pipe deformation: pipe taper, tapering, bending, hemisphere pipe closing,
pipe decoration / engraving, bamboo pipes.

190
377/378/
379
33/34

C

557
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Company Name
G.E.S. SAS di SANTAMBROGIO PAOLO & C.

GAI GIACOMO SRL

City
Desio

Villarbasse

Province
MB

TO

Website

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

www.gesingranaggi.com

Gear manufacturing and shaping.

A

204

www.gai-giacomo.com

GAI GIACOMO SRL has been specialized since 1967 in the production of turned
components according to customer's drawing and specifications. The highly
advanced machine park is composed by 28 numerical controls fixed heads and
movable headstocks machines and 13 mechanical and NC multi-spindles machines.
To support the production, a valid mechanical recovery department equipped with
camera machines for 100% control of critical dimensions and traditional machines
for additional mechanical operations. GAI GIACOMO SRL is certified IATF 16949, ISO
14001, ISO 9001 and is partner of some of the biggest key players in the
automotive, hydraulic, pneumatic, piping, medical sectors with an export
percentage of 35%.

B

366

C

558

A

134/139

C

609/610

A

155

C

537

GALLARATI SRL

Pontida

BG

www.ggallarati.it

GALLI ALDO S.A.S. & C.

Agrate Brianza

MB

www.gallialdo.com

GALLO LAVORAZIONI MECCANICHE SRL

Ozegna

TO

www.torneriagallo.com

GARMETAL SRL

Briosco

MB

www.garmetal.com

Gallarati srl was born in 1974 as an exclusively metalworking company,
manufacturing small parts and accessories for equipment manufacturers in the field
of television signals transmission. Over the years, the simple components
manufacturing has been accompanied by a line of finished products. At the
beginning of the new millennium, the company embarked on new paths that
allowed it to work in various sectors, mainly AUTOMOTIVE, collaborating as a
subcontractor with prestigious brands, developing in-house components made to
customer specifications.
Systems and machinery for packing and packaging.
Precision mechanical machining using CNC machinery and automatic bar loader machining on all types of ferrous and non-ferrous materials
Zamak and aluminum die-casting for third parties

GATTI FILTRAZIONI LUBRIFICANTI DI GATTI
FABIO & C SAS

Bedizzole

BS

www.gattifiltrazionilubrificanti.it

Gatti Filtrazioni Lubrificanti manufactures filtering systems allowing to clean
lubricants from sludge, water and metals at any temperature and viscosity. Inside
the company there is an analysis laboratory that is capable to estimate
reports on lubricants, water-glycol mixture and cooling lubricant. We also
have a wide range of oil separators. Thanks to a professional and highly
experienced service, consisting in predictive analysis, filtration and scheduled
maintenance phases, Gatti Filtrazioni Lubrificanti reduces breakdowns and
downtime, improves the efficiency of the systems, thus offering a reduction in
operating costs and a productivity improvement.

GECOTEC DI BASSANI FLAVIO

Lecco

LC

www.gecotec.it

Design and trade of metal carpentry structures and small machine tools - reverse
engineering service.

A

44

GENERAL WASH SRL

Birone di Giussano

MB

www.generalwash.com

Washing systems for metal surfaces treatment.

C

645

GFR SRL UNIPERSONALE

Trigolo

CR

www.gfrgalloni.com

Rolling and lapping machines - machine overhauls - spare parts and assistance rollers - manufacturing for third parties.

C

637

GI.ESSE MACCHINE UTENSILI S.R.L.

Assago

MI

www.giessemacchineutensili.com

CNC lathes sales.

C

516/517/
518

B

288/289

B

402

GILLI SRL UNIPERSONALE

Casalecchio di Reno

BO

www.gilbo.biz

Automatic bar turning, batches from 300 to 100,000 pieces in a dimensional range
from diameter 2 up to diameter 100, special secondary machining operations up to
diameter 250. Materials: from brass to stainless steel, from plastics to aluminum
alloys

GIMOS MECCANICA SRL

Rossano Veneto

VI

www.gimos.it

Precision mechanical machining: turning, milling, grinding, induction hardening.
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Company Name
GIOVI SRL
GIULIANO CANOVA SNC DI CANOVA
STEFANIA ED ANNALISA
GMF SRL BRIGNOLI
GMV MACCHINE UTENSILI SRL

City
Cornate d'Adda

GRICES HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS SRL

Province
MB

Website

Activity Description

www.giovi-srl.it

Plastics processing.

Pavilion
B

Stand
261

Ponderano

BI

www.puleggecanova.it

Gears, pulleys and sprockets manufacturing.

A

203

Verdello
Zanica

BG
BG

www.gmfbrignoli.it
www.gmvmacchine.it

Mechanical processing for third parties
Cutting machine tools trading.

C
B

559
311 - 316

Valgreghentino

LC

www.grices.it

Design and manufacturing of ISO standard and special design hydraulic cylinders.

A

1

Services offered: ASSIMOX srl - www.assimox.com - Insurance brokerage; ENER-G
EVOLUTION srl - www.consulenzaenergia.torino.it - Energy consultancy; FGTECH srl -www.fg-tech.it - Energy consultancy from renewable sources;
METROCONSULT srl - www.metrocosult.it - Intellectual Property
consultancy; RINALDI CARLO - Energy consultancy from renewable sources.

B

413 - 419/
428 - 434

C

508

C
CC

622
731

GRUPPO UNIONE INDUSTRIALE TORINO

Torino

TO

https://www.ui.torino.it/

GSM GALVANICA

Concesio

BS

www.gsmgalvanica.com

GUALDONI SRL
GW INDUSTRY SRL

Castano Primo
Vimercate

MI
MB

www.gualdoni-srl.com
www.gwindustry.com

HABA SERVIZIO PIASTRE SRL

Bergamo

BG

www.haba.it

Manufacturing of steel and aluminum plates milled and ground on the tops,
completed with mechanical machining too, according to Customer's drawing.

B

372

HAINBUCH ITALIA SRL
HANSI ITALIA SRL

Cantù
Bulciago

CO
LC

www.hainbuch.it
www.hansi-italia.com

Workpiece clamping equipment for machine tools.
Wholesale of standardized molds, tools and workshop equipment

B
A

456
45

HEMA SEFRA SRL

Terre del Reno

FE

www.hema-sefra.it

Manufacturing of protective bellows with and without slats, complete spindle walls,
CE certified shatterproof glass for machine tools - marketing of pneumatic locking
systems, rotating portholes, LED lamps, spiral springs

A

151

HNG SRL
HOFFMANN ITALIA SPA
HURCO SRL
I.LE.S. SRL
IEMCA - A BUCCI AUTOMATIONS SPA
DIVISION

Cassago Brianza
Vigonza
Rozzano
Pianengo

LC
PD
MI
CR

www.hng-srl.it
www.hoffmann-group.com
www.hurco.it
www.iles.it

Mechanical tools trading - industrial supplies.
Tool supplier
Machine tools trading.
Heat treatment furnaces.

B
B
A
C

Faenza

RA

www.iemca.com

Bar loaders.

B

IFP EUROPE SRL

Galliera Veneta

PD

www.ifpsrl.com

Manufacturing of solvent-based vacuum washing machines for metals.

C

336
407/408
17
523
345/346/
325/326
574/575/
576

ILCA TARGHE

Villanova di
Castenaso

BO

www.ilcatarghe.it

Silk-screened and oxidized plates and panels - synoptic aluminum panels for
machinery - plates for control panels - membrane keyboards for machine tools digital printing - roll and self-adhesive labels.

C

632

IMA SRL

Firenze

FI

www.imafreni.it

Manufacturing and supply of friction material for industrial brakes and clutches.

B

382

INDACO SRL UNIPERSONALE
INDUSTRIE ASSOCIATE SRL

Briosco
Bagnolo Mella

www.indacoverniciature.it
www.indass.it

Ferrous, plastic and wood material painting for third parties.
Chip and coolant treatment plants.

B
A

344
196-198

www.in-safe.it

Specialized Company in the machinery safety field: carrying out consultancy
activities for manufacturers and brands users, regarding all problems of compliance
with the relevant directives and / or safety standards; creation of safety
documentation and its web platform management, in particular for interactive
spare parts catalogs; technical interventions for regulatory compliance for
machines and production lines, revamping and retrofitting; structural analysis.

A

71

INSAFE SRL

Alzate Brianza

MB
BS

CO

Surface finishes (polishing, grinding, satin finishing) - galvanic treatments (chrome
plating, nickel plating, gold) - protective coatings.
Machine tools manufacturing and trading.
AC and DC electric motors manufacturing and trading.
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

The sintered division of Investarm is specialized in the production for third parties of
sintered mechanical components, the design and the entire production process is
carried out in its Italian site in Marcheno (BS). We are specialized in the
collaboration with the customer during the industrialization of the product to reach
the best quality / price ratio by making the most of the potential of sintering.

A

193

A

187

B
C
B
C

417A
569
291
512

www.LTCalcoli.it

LTCalcoli is a specialized company in the field of Numerical Finite Element Analysis
(FEM), we provide consultancy services aimed at supporting companies in R&D and
product optimization through Design By Analysis. The fields in which LTCalcoli
operates are: Structural mechanics, Optimization of components and
machines by Design By Analysis, Thermal and Thermo-Mechanical Analysis,
Fluid dynamics Analysis, Vibro-Acoustic Analysis, Electromagnetic Analysis,
Fracture Mechanics, Structural checks according to the main national
standards and international (eg ASME, PED etc.). In order to provide an even
more complete service LTCalcoli provides the innovative LTCloud® service,
super-calculation infrastructure through an easy and intuitive Web interface.
FEM, CAE, ANALYSIS, FINISHED ELEMENTS, DESIGN BY ANALYSIS,
CLOUD, FEA.

A

166

C

555

INVESTARM SRL

Marcheno

BS

www.investarmsinterizzati.com

ITALIFT SRL

Villasanta

MB

www.italift.info

ITALINDUZIONE TECHNOLOGIES srl
JVONNE SRL
L.M. TECNOLOGIE DELL'ARIA SRL
L.P.S. SRL

San Giusto C.se
Castelgomberto
Bergamo
Monza

TO
VI
BG
MB

www.italinduzione.com
www.jvonne.com
www.lmtecnologie.com
www.lpslamiereforate.it

L.T. CALCOLI SRL

Merate

LC

Sale of new and second hand mechanized systems and accessories - maintenance,
assistance and requalification.
Induction heat treatments.
Manufacturing and installation of extraction systems.
Manufacturing of perforated sheets, stretched meshes, embossed sheets

LAM SRL

Vigliano Biellese

BI

www.lam.srl

Lugli Amedeo Meccanica is a company specialized in the manufacturing of high
precision mechanical components for the industrial domain and we are leader in
milling and turning since 1979.

LA-MEC srl

Ozegna

TO

---

Components manufacturing for third parties.

B

419

LAMPAS SNC

Torino

TO

www.lampasprecision.com

Precision machining - mold manufacturing.

A

116

LARIANA COMPRESSORI SRL

Erba

CO

www.larianacompressori.it

Industrial compressors sale and assistance - compressed air systems manufacturing.

A

126/147

LARIO MACCHINE UTENSILI SRL

Civate

LC

www.lariomacchineutensili.com

.Sale of new and second hand machine tools

B

303/304/
305/322/
323/324

LASERBERG TECH SRL

Castelli Calepio

BG

www.laserberg.com

Manufacturing, design, marketing and assistance of laser machines and systems for
cutting, marking and engraving

C

638

LASERTECH SRL

Cernusco sul
Naviglio

MI

www.lasertechsrl.eu

Chemical photo-cutting - laser cutting - laser marking - stencils smt.

A

67

B

442

LGL SERVICE SRL

Civate

LC

www.lglservice.it

Design and construction of high precision metal carpentry made in stainless steel
and iron - calendering 4.0 - TIG and MIG welding - assembly - laser cutting - exterior
and interior design works.

LIMA SRL

Bolgare

BG

www.limaguarnizioni.com

CNC turning and milling.

B

263/264/
265

LINEA TECNICA SRL

Castelfranco Emilia

MO

www.lineatecnica.it

Cooling lubricants - lubricants - equipment.

B

405/406

LOSMA SPA

Curno

BG

www.losma.it

Design and manufacturing of filtration systems for air and industrial liquids

B

270/271
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Company Name
M.C.M. MADAR COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
SRL

City
Fraz. Levane
Montevarchi

M.C.T. SRL
M+ SRL

Province

Website

AR

www.mcmsrl.it

Caluso

TO

www.mctcaluso.com

Carate Brianza

MB

www.m-plus.it

ROMANIA maagmeccanica.wordpress.com

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

A

185/186

A

37

B

276

Company founded and conducted by Italian technicians, certified EN ISO 9001:
2015, qualified for the production of high precision mechanical parts made in light
alloys, capable of satisfying small, medium and large serie productions with vertical
and horizontal multipallet machining centers and cnc lathes. Technical assistance in
the design, sampling and equipment construction.

C

623

Machine tool manufacturer.
Design and construction of molds for thermoplastics - thermoplastic molding and
assembly for third parties.
Mechanical processing and shearing molds for third parties.

MAAG MECCANICA SRL

Oradea

MAC WELDING SRL

Milano

MI

www.macwelding.it

Welding machines and welding robots sale and assistance.

A

30/31

MACCHINE MOTORI POZZI SRL

Carate Brianza

MB

www.mmpozzi.it

Wholesale and retail trade of compressed air systems, electric motors, tools.

A

14/15/16

C

500/501/
503

A
B

205
424

B

371

B

431

B

255

B
A

357
2/3

B

444

A

22

C

532/535

A

129

MA-FER SNC DI MAGGIONI DANIELE E
MATTEO

Montevecchia

LC

www.ma-fer.com

Our company is specialized in sheet metal processing. The technical office
develops projects using 3D parametric software (Solidworks). Always in
offline mode, using special software (Autopol), we generate the folding
programs which are automatically exported to the press brake. The same
software returns the developments for laser cutting. We have several manual
welding stations with the latest generation of welders as well as a robotic
welding system on two stations. We also perform liquid painting.

MALANDRA SRL
MANCIN SRL

Vigevano
Cossato

PV
BI

MARIO PINTO SPA

Torino

TO

MATIC 2 srl

Rivoli

TO

www.fonderiamalandra.com
www.mancinsrl.it
www.mariopinto.it, www.livetooling.com
www.matic2.it

Aluminum foundry: shell technology and die casting.
Precision mechanical processing: turning, milling, grinding, assembly.
Manufacturing of self-centering spindles, clamping systems and static and rotating
tool holders
Molding of thermoplastic and thermosetting materials
Founded in the first post-war period by mr. Giovanni Mauri, Mauri Giovanni srl
has continued its activity as a family company, keeping itself constantly
updated in its field thanks to the new generations that have followed one
another. The operational headquarters occupies an area of 1,200 covered
square meters and 1,700 square meters uncovered with over 200 square
meters of offices. The machine park includes 18 presses with a tonnage
between 30 and 300 tons, plus a computerized production monitoring system
that makes it an innovative "INDUSTRY 4.0" company. The variety of
tonnage of the Presses, the experience of molding multiple technopolymer
materials, allows to direct the production towards a wide range of articles
intended for different technical sectors (electromechanical, electrical,
electrotechnical, automotive).

MAURI GIOVANNI SRL

Rogeno

LC

www.gmauri.it

MB MECCANICA S.R.L.
MC SRL UNIPERSONALE

Fontanella
Oggiono

BG
LC

www.mbmeccanica.it
www.mccrotta.it

MC SYSTEMS SRL

Pogliano Milanese

MI

www.mcsystems.it

MDDE SRL

Milano
Cadrezzate con
Osnate
Cernusco sul
Naviglio

MI

www.mdde.it

VA

www.meccanicabutera.it

MI

www.meccanicavimercati.com

ME. BU. SRL
MECCANICA VIMERCATI SRL

Precision mechanical processing.
Machinery equipment - precision mechanical components.
Representation, sale and assistance of measuring instruments for the precision
mechanical industry. Vision and marking systems.
Sale and assistance of compressed air production systems.
Cold sheet metal stamping - carpentry - fiber optic laser cutting - press drawing shearing.
Precision mechanical parts manufacturing and assemblies - turning, milling/boring,
CNC grinding.
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

MECMATICA SRL

Spirano

BG

www.mecmatica.it

MERONI MARCO E LONGONI PAOLO SRL

Lissone

MB

www.meroni-longoni.com

MET SRL

Cesana Brianza

LC

www.met-italia.it

METAL BARRE SRL

Paderno Dugnano

MI

www.metalbarre.it

METALSINTER SRL

Seregno

MB

www.metalsinter.it

MG SRL

Frazione Nozza Vestone

BS

www.mgsrl.net

MGTECK SRL

Osnago

LC

www.mgteck.com

MICROMECCANICA DI PRECISIONE SRL

Bulciago

LC

www.micromeccanicabulciago.it

MICRONFILTER SRL

Volpiano

TO

www.micronfilter.eu

MICROTECH DI BOIN VITTORIO

Biella

BI

www.microtechdvb.com

MINUTER SRL
MINUTERIE ZANON SRL

Lograto
Tezze di Piave

BS
TV

MITEC SRL

Padova

MITOR SRL
MMV MINUTERIA MECCANICA VALSESIANA
SRL
MOLLE INDUSTRIALI CONTE SRL
MOLLIFICIO LUIGI CODEGA SRL

Activity Description
Manufacturing systems monitoring - industry 4.0 - industrial IT - MES software
Mechanical processing, by cutting machinery, on customer drawing or sample, on
plastic and non-metallic composite materials.
Mechanical tools and precision instruments retailer.
Wholesale and retail trade of semi-finished ferrous and non-ferrous metals: bronze,
cast iron, brass, aluminum, copper.
Production of sintered mechanical components according to customer's drawing
through mold pressing process and sintering heat treatment of iron-based powders.
We provide a wide range of customers operating in the most varied types of
industrial sectors: automotive, agricultural machinery, textile machinery,
machine tools, power tools, electrical appliances and various mechanical
applications where the powder metallurgy technology meets the requirements
of cost, productivity and compliance to stringent technical specifications.
Industrial painting for third parties, tailormade bronze finishing, grinding, manual
satin finishing, vibratory finishing, sandblasting
Precision mechanical workshop - milling and welding for third parties - special
machines construction - light carpentry manufacturing - manufacturing of special
small and medium series special parts.
Mechanical machining for third parties, turning and milling with CNC machines (3axis lathes, 4-axis machining center) - Design and construction of standard and
special pneumatic cylinders - electric actuators production.

Pavilion

Stand

A

152/153

A

38

B

435/436

A

104/125

B

281

B

351/352

A

68

A

98/99

B

410

A

www.minuter.com
www.minuteriezanon.com

Production and marketing filters for the reduction of pollutants from any type of
fluid.
Mechanical workshop specialized in CNC milling and turning from single piece to
small series and prototyping.
Precision turned small parts on CNC swiss type lathes.
Mechanical precision turning and milling.

C
C

148/149/
150
511
624

PD

www.mitecsrl.com

Equipment and systems for the extraction of oily mists and dust - clean rooms.

B

339/340

Buttigliera Alta

TO

www.mitorsrl.info

Manufacturing of precision turned parts from 2 to 25 mm in diameter, medium and
large series.

B

373

Scopa

VC

www.mmv-srl.it

Manufacturing of small metal parts turned from bar from customer's drawing.

A

77

Settimo Torinese
Malgrate

TO
LC

www.molleindustrialiconte.it
www.mollificiocodega.it

Industrial springs design, development and production.
Industrial springs production

C
B

560/561
258

www.monguzzisrl.eu

The company, born on January 1, 2003, deals with the marketing of industrial
transmissions. In recent years, thanks to the trust placed in us by our
customers, we have achieved an important role in the Brianza and Lombardy
markets; this has allowed us to expand our headquarters and to collaborate
with companies in the national and international territory. We have improved
our warehouse by inserting automated systems for dynamic picking and a
cutting machining center useful for cutting, grinding and joining guides and
bars. Thanks to the support of a workshop, we can also supply finished
materials from customer's design, completed with processes and treatments.

B

330/331

www.moscasider.it

Distribution of wide range steel products and complementary processes.

C

530

MONGUZZI SRL

Biassono

MOSCA SRL

Benna

MB

BI
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Company Name
MPS DI CATTAI MAURIZIO
MRC SAS

Viganò
Monza

MULTI-MATIC SRL

Monzono

NABERTHERM GMBH

Lilienthal, Bremen

NEW AGV SRLS

Milano

MI

www.newagv.it

CNC mechanical machining, turning, milling, drilling, tapping, grinding, chamfering,
marking - of gears in general made of steel, cast iron, plastic, brass, etc.

B

333

NITREX COLMEGNA SRL
NOBEMA srl
NUOVO MOLLIFICIO RHODENSE SRL

Siziano
San Gillio
Lainate

PV
TO
MI

www.colmegna.com
www.nobema.com
www.mollificiorhodense.com

Heat treatments for metals.
Plastic molding and integrated services
Springs manufacturing - all types and for any application.

C
B
A

504/507
433A
23

O.M.B. SNC DI BONGIOVANNI & C.

Mandello del Lario

LC

www.ombongiovanni.it

Precision mechanical machining for third parties and components assembly.

B

254

O.M.C. DI CREMONESI E. & C. SAS

Arluno

MI

www.omcsas.it

A

70

O.M.P. RETTIFICA SRL

Schilpario

BG

www.omp-rettifica.it

B

391

O.ME.GRA. sas

Ozegna

TO

www.omegra.it

B

417

OFFICINA BONACINA SRL

Calolziocorte

LC

www.officinabonacina.com

Tooling, shearing, 5-axis CNC milling.
Grinding and lapping with CNC and traditional machines - Assembly - rectified
mechanical parts - 5-axis milling.
Precision mechanical processing.
Mechanical works for third parties, tie rods, anchor bolts, U-bolts and foundation
anchors according to the customer's design.

A

87

C

533/534

OFFICINA FRATELLI CORTIANA SRL

City

Brugherio

Province
LC
MB
BO

Website
www.mpsmeccanica.it
www.macchineutensilimrc.com
www.multi-maticsrl.com

GERMANIA www.nabertherm.it

MB

www.cortiana.it

Activity Description
Pavilion
Mechanical processing: turning, milling, drilling using CNC machines.
B
Machine tools trade and representation
C
Manufacturing and import: motorized tool holders for lathe, angle heads,
B
electrospindles, rotary tables, CNC, rotary tilting tables
For 70 years, with its 500 employees around the world, Nabertherm has been
developing and manufacturing industrial furnaces for the most varied fields of
application, for the metal and heat treatment sector, Nabertherm has a wide and
advanced range of furnaces, 150,000 customers in over 100 countries witness the
B
success of the company, we offer modern design and high quality at
competitive prices. Short delivery times are guaranteed by a manufacturing
process studied down to the smallest detail and by a vast catalog of standard
ovens.

The professionalism and craftsmanship combined with attention to technology and
innovation, have led to the expansion of production to all types of processing:
shearing, this type of processing requires ever greater efficiency and quality. Our
experience allows us an in-depth knowledge of this process. Punching, the high
reliability of the process ensures greater productivity compared to conventional
hydraulic machines which translate into the maximum expression of the
productivity / management costs optimization. Bending, we perform precise and
efficient bending, the optimal synthesis between solidity and accuracy of the
mechanical design and technological innovation in hydraulic and electronic
management. Paneling, Our machines do not require set-up times and automatically
adapt to the geometry of the panel, revealing a guarantee of productivity. Laser
cutting is the process that best meets the needs for quality and speed of delivery.
The strengths are speed and precision eliminating downtime. Welding, thanks to the
most modern techniques we have welding systems suitable to withstand very high
production rates and flexible in terms of use. Finishing, our goal is to make every
piece obtained perfect, from deburring to threading. Assembly, we are equipped
with regards to the assembly and assembly of particular components of industrial
machines of all kinds.
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Stand
448
614/615
278/279/
280

449

Company Name

City

Province

Website

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

Bieffe mechanical workshop has been dealing with mechanical workings for third
parties since 2003, such as turning, milling and small assemblies. The works are
carried out with numerical control machines capable of creating a wide range
of details, starting from a technical drawing or a sample.

B

292

C

540/543

A

64

OFFICINA MECCANICA BIEFFE SRL

Annone di Brianza

LC

www.meccanicabieffe.it

OFFICINA MECCANICA BRUGGER SRL

Como

CO

www.ombrugg.com

OFFICINA MECCANICA CALLEGARO SRL

Samarate

VA

www.meccanicacallegaro.it

OFFICINA MECCANICA E CARPENTERIA IN
FERRO ROVEDA RINO SRL

Pavia

PV

www.officinaroveda.it

Metal carpentry - mechanical processing for third parties.

B

353

A

138

Cutting machining for third parties - precision mechanical parts.
Officina Meccanica Callegaro s.r.l., based in Samarate, has been operating in the
precision mechanics sector since 1973. We server various application product aeronautics, automotive, measuring machines, pharmaceutical and more. As the
latest addition to our business plan, we have started a digitalisation process and for
some years now our production cycles have been managed and controlled by a
production control program with relative barcodes on all operations (INDUSTRY
4.0).

OFFICINA MECCANICA FRIGERIO SRL

Usmate Velate

MB

www.officinameccanicafrigerio.com

Company specialized in metals and special alloys works - Grinding internal and
external diameters on behalf of third parties for food, aeronautics, petrochemical
industries with chromium oxide, tungsten carbide and alumina oxide coatings Grinding tangential planes of parts Oil & gas, GATE - EXPANDING GATE,
SEGGI - Flat lapping on a maximum length of 1000 mm with optical control of
flatness with 3 light bands and roughness of 0.03 um.

OFFICINA MECCANICA GHERARDINI SNC

Casale Corte Cerro

VB

www.omgherardini.it

Precision turning and milling on CNC machines

A

63

OFFICINA MECCANICA LOMBARDA SRL

Travacò Siccomario

PV

www.omlspa.it

Clamping equipment manufacturing for machine tools.

B

388

OFFICINA MECCANICA MONTI SRL

PV

www.meccanicamonti.it

Precision mechanical workshop - milling, turning, grinding.

A

48

MI

www.officinebiraghi.it

Mechanical workshop - CNC turning.

C

562

OFFICINE DUE T SRL UNIPERSONALE
OFFICINE FERRARI DI LORENZO FERRARI

Campospinoso
Cernusco sul
Naviglio
Lumezzane S.A.
Tortona

BS
AL

www.officineduetsrl.it

Mechanical turning on behalf of third parties.
Turning and milling for third parties.

B
A

362
170

OFFICINE MECCANICHE BELLINAZZI

Carbonara Scrivia

AL

www.officine-meccaniche-bellinazzi.it

Precision machining, induction hardening and grinding.

C

502

OFFICINE MIGNANI SRL

Cazzano S. Andrea

BG

www.mignani.it

Milling and mechanical assembly processes according to customer's drawing.

A

120/121

A

21

B
B

338
361

A

162/163

B

358

A

117

C

528/529

CC

739

OFFICINE BIRAGHI SRL

MI

www.oleodellavo.com

OMA EREDI SAS
OMAS

Rozzano (Quinto de
Stampi)
Villasanta
Alpignano

MB
TO

www.omaeredi.it
www.omasweb.com

OMBAR SRL

Nova Milanese

MI

www.ombar.it

OMC SAS DI REDOLFI ELLERO & C.

Brugherio

MB

www.omcoffmecc.it

OMEBA SRL

Premana

LC

www.omeba.it

OMEC SRL

Colzate

BG

www.omecbg.it

OMNIASALD SRL

Somma Lombardo

VA

www.omniasald.com

OLEODINAMICA DELL'AVO SRL

Hydraulic cylinders design and manufacturing - small and medium component size
machining for third parties.
Mechanical processing for third parties - CNC turning and milling.
Components for automation and robotics. Made in Italy.
Machining for third parties - precision mechanical equipment and items for the
automotive, razors and blades, robotics and air conditioners.
Precision machining on customer's drawing: boring, milling, turning, welding, CAD /
CAM assembly, prototypes.
Precision mechanical workshop, turning, CNC milling specialized in aluminum
processing.
Precision mechanical cutting workshop.
Welding for third parties and metal parts assembly for the automotive, electrical,
aeronautical sectors, etc.
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

OMV SRL

Cerreto Castello

BI

www.omv-srl.it

ORANGE1 PRECISION SRL

Mapello

BG

www.orange1.eu/orange1-precision/

ORLA SRL

Civate

LC

www.orlaweb.com

OTM SRL

Val Brembilla

BG

www.otmsrl.it

OVERMACH SPA

Parma

PR

www.overmach.it

P SERVICE SRL

Oggiono

LC

www.pservice.it

PANOZZO SRL

Merate

LC

www.panozzosrl.com

PANZA OSSITAGLIO SRL

Pontida

BG

www.ossitagliopanza.it

PANZERI ALESSANDRO SRL

Oggiono
Rubbiano di
Solignano

LC

www.panzerialessandro.com

PR

www.parmalapping.it

Activity Description
CNC turning and milling for third parties, as well as the supply of a turnkey design
and manufacturing service for sub-systems, machinery - tig / tig pulsed / mig /
electrode welding service - assembly and testing service for machinery and
assemblies.
Precision small metal parts turned, rectified, smoothed for the hydraulic,
automotive, electric motors sectors.
Industrial supplies.
Power transmission equipment manufacturing and sale and works on behalf of third
parties.
Dealer of cutting machine tools - wire EDM and dip systems - machines for rapid
prototyping.
Wholesale of pneumatic, hydraulic equipment, accessories, machinery and
equipment for industry and related to assembly - electrical panels assembly and
installation.
Supply of plastic caps and screws for closing holes and pipes, for thread protection,
for furniture, for flange protection, for painting at high and medium temperatures,
for assembly - supply of foam profiles and tubular nets for packaging protection

Pavilion

Stand

A

35

B

363

B

375/376

C

542

B

294/295

B

383-386

C

605

A

86

A

4

A

101

CC

732

B

321

B

438

B

434

A

211/212

CC

736/737

A
C

39
642

PASELLO TRATTAMENTI TERMICI SRL

Calderara di Reno

BO

www.pasello.com

PG PEROTTI DI ALESSANDRO PEROTTI

Pozzo d'Adda

MI

www.pgperotti.it

PICCINI SRL

Sarezzo

BS

www.piccinitranceria.it

PICH sas

Grugliasco

TO

www.pichsas.com

PNEUMAX SPA

Lurano

BG

www.pneumaxspa.com

POMA SRL

Gargallo

NO

www.pomasrl.it

POSTIR SRL
POWER LINE SRL

Romans d'Isonzo
Seregno

GO
MB

www.postir.it
www.powerlineitalia.com

Service center that has been dealing with thermal cutting (laser, plasma and oxyfuel)
for over 10 years on metal materials with operating capacity ranging from 1mm to
500mm.
Pneumatic heads finished products - general mechanical machining.
Anti-wear and corrosion coatings - plasma coatings - spray - HVOF and TEFLON grinding and lapping - ceramics and integral carbides.
Heat treatments on metals in general, hardening and cementing in gas and vacuum,
carbonitriding, quenching and tempering, gas and iodine nitriding, nitrocarburizing
and coating of materials.
Precision mechanical workshop - mold construction - trimming.
Cold stamping of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and related processing: trimming,
press drawing, drilling, bending, welding, threading, assembly - design and
construction of molds
Trade in semi-finished items made in metal, alloy and steel.
Components and systems manufacturing for industrial automation (pneumatic electric)
Manufacturer of precision small metal parts, with different characteristics and
materials, made to customer design.
Sheet metal working - carpentry - powder and polyester painting.
Reseller of metalworking tools

PRECISION ROBOTICA SRL

Laveno Mombello

VA

www.precisionrobotica.it

Robotized automations for machine tending.

B

299/300

PRESTAM SRL

Nerviano

MI

www.prestam.it

Metalworking workshop specialized in the manufacturing and design of blades and
dies for metal sheet deformation (linear guide sector, milling, boring ...)

C

522

PRO.VE.R. SRL

Merate

LC

www.prover.it

A

167

PUNTO INOX SERVICE SRL

Merone

CO

www.puntoinox.it

A

201/202

PARMALAPPING SRL

Design - manufacturing of thermoplastic molds and LSR (silicone) - molding of plastic
parts with advanced technologies: bi-color / bi-material, gas / nitrogen injection and
LSR (liquid silicon rubber)
Wholesale stainless steel materials: pipes - sheets - bars - fittings - stainless steel
accessories
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Company Name

City

Province
www.rdmo.com

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

RDMO has been serving the most demanding companies in their investment choices
since 1989. It buys and sells second hand machine tools, single or in batches,
manufacturing lines and complete companies.

B

337

Machine tool distributor company

A

178 - 183

R.D. MACHINES OUTILS

Contamine sur Arve

R.F. CELADA SPA

Cologno Monzese

MI

R.P.A SRL

Bovisio Masicago

MB

www.torneriarpa.com

Automatic turning - production of stainless steel fittings, small metal parts

CC

740

R.S. SERVICE SRL

Mornico al Serio

BG

www.rsservice.net

Fastening systems such as threaded inserts and blind rivets, hydropneumatic
insertering and riveting machines, self-fastening and welding fasteners.

A

65/66

R4 AUTOMAZIONI SRL

Cisano Bergamasco

BG

www.r4automazioni.it

Design and production of special assembling machines - vibratory feeders.

C

701

RAL SRL

Castello di Brianza

LC

www.coralus.it

Sharpening and tool manufacturing

B

250/251

RE-COL SRL

Carate Brianza

MB

www.recol.it

A

60

REALCABLE SRL

Pordenone

PN

www.realcable.it

A

39

RGPBALLS SRL
RIDIX SPA

Cinisello Balsamo
Grugliasco

MI
TO

www.rgpballs.com
www.ridix.it

A
A

142/143
177/176

RIVA & BRUTTI SRL

Valmadrera

LC

www.rivaebrutti.it

Industrial grinding for third parties
Design and manufacturing of electrical wiring, electrical panels and assemblies for
all industrial sectors.
Production and trade of precision balls, rollers, rollers and bearing balls.
Sale of equipment and machine tools.
Winding and repair of electric motors and machines, marketing of electric motors,
control systems, electric pumps, electric tools.

C

567

RIVIT SRL

Ozzano Dell'Emilia

BO

www.rivit.it

Small metal parts production.

A

173/174

RONCHI - ILS SNC

Carate Brianza

MB

www.ronchi-ils.it

S.C.A. SRL
S.I.V.E. SpA

Gessate
Ciriè

MI
TO

www.scaproduction.com
www.siveonline.com

SAETEC SAS DI LUIGI SALOMONI & C.

Robbiate

LC

www.saetec.eu

SAFE FLOOR SRL

Pradalunga

BG

SANTA BARBARA SRL

Spinetoli

AP

www.santabarbarameccanica.com

SANTONI DI SANTONI ALESSANDRO & C. SAS Fermo

FM

www.santonistampaggio.it

SCAMER SRL

Nibbiola
Cernusco Sul
Naviglio

NO

www.scamer.it

Castrol Industrial Ambassador Distributor - Industrial Lubrication Equipment &
Services.
CNC mechanical processing: plastic, aluminum, alloys and wood.
Surface treatments and coatings on metal and plastic.
Light metal structural work - sheet metal working - metal components
manufacturing.
Industrial safety systems - safe flooring - signposting.
Precision machining using CNC milling machine, CNC turning 5-axis milling (+
grinding and assembly) machines, mechanical components.
Design and manufacture of die-casting and thermoplastic molds - zamak die-casting
molding and plastic injection - reworking and barrel finishing.
Metal pipes bending and welding for third parties.

MI

www.scelsicomponenti.it

Processing for third parties.

SCILLA MECCANICA SRL

Ghedi

BS

www.scillameccanica.it

SE.RI. SRL

Rosta

TO

ww.se-ri.it

SEI FILTRATION SRL

Rovato

BS

www.seifiltration.com

SELEPAC SRL

Nova Milanese

MB

www.selepac.com

SERFINMEC SRL

Passirano

BS

www.serfinmec.com

SERIGRAF SRL
SHAPEMODE SRL

Cesano Maderno
Milano

MB
MI

www.serigrafsrl.it
www.shapemode.it

SCELSI COMPONENTI SRL

FRANCIA

Website

Shell and centrifuge foundry for non-ferrous metals (bronze, brass, aluminum) and
precision machining.
CNC lathes trade. Represented Companies: NOMURA DS - Tokyo (Japan) www.nomurads.com - CNC lathes manufacturer.
Sale and manufacturing of oil mist and dry processing blast chillers, filter units and
high pressure control units.
Industrial gaskets trade and production.
Mold construction - die-casting and aluminum shell casting - surface finishes - CNC
machining - industrial sandblasting
Screen printing and digital printing on plastics and metals.
3D printer dealers - 3D modeling and printing service.
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A
B

88/89/96/
97
137
428

A

110

C

572/573

C

550

A

188

C

641

B

332

A

213

C

519/520/
521

C

629

A

106

A

192

A
A

32
141

A

Company Name

City

Province

Website

SI.MA.TEC SRL

Covo

BG

www.simatec.it

SICAV srl

Frossaco

TO

www.sicav.to.it

SIEBEC SAS

Grenoble

FRANCIA

SIGMA INTERNATIONAL SRL

Pedrengo

BG

www.siebec.com
www.sigmainternational.it

SILGA SPA

Castelfidardo

AN

www.silga.com

SIME SRL

Mandello del Lario

LC

www.sime-cnc.com

SIMECON SRL

Lecco

LC

www.simecon.it

SIRIO SNC DI MANIN P. & C.

Paderno Dugnano

MI

www.siriosnc.com

SMORGONI - CASALINGHI S.T.O. srl

Omegna

VB

www.smorgoni.com

BG

www.sotec.it

MI
BO

www.sogitechsrl.com
www.solidcam.it

SO.TEC SRL
SOGITECH SRL
SOLIDCAM ITALIA

Almenno San
Bartolomeo
Rodano
Bentivoglio

SOLIDWORLD

Bentivoglio

BO

www.solidworld.it

SORMA SPA

Mestre

VE

www.sorma.net

SP DI PIOVAN SILVANO SAS & C.

Pernumia

PD

www.silvanopiovan.it

SR TECH SRL

Parma

PR

www.srtech.it

STAGNOLI TG SRL

Lonato del Garda

BS

www.stagnoligear.com

STAMPERIA CARLO GUERRIERI & FIGLI SRL

Erba

CO

www.stamperiaguerrieri.it

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

Manufacturing of technical items and industrial gaskets in thermoplastic materials
and PTFE - machining performed with CNC lathes and milling machines up to 9 axes.

B

451/452

B

428A

C

515

C

643/644

B

259

A

62

B

290

B

350

A

93

C

620/621

A
C

208/209
636

C

635

C

525/526

A

90/91

B

360

A

118

B

335

Molding and assembly of plastic and metal components.
Filtration, oil removal & draining - whole oils - industrial waters - filtration and deoiling.
Trading of welding and cutting products and systems.
Frame and barrel galvanizing: copper plating, brass plating, nickel plating, chromium
plating, tin plating, gunmetal, gilding, silver plating, precious metals, nickel free, zinc
plating, zinc-nickel, sealants and lubricants - bright and satin anodic oxidation,
organic and electro-colored painting , hard oxidation - electrostatic painting and
transparent cataphoresis - tumbling, sandblasting, brushing, satin finishing,
polishing, dehydrogenation
Precision mechanical machining for third parties, CNC milling, specialized in the
aluminum processing.
Processing for third parties - parts to drawing and assembly of mechanical groups automatic machines manufacturing.
Metalworking for third parties for lighting / design / furniture: pipe bending, CNC
milling, various welding.
Historical company, manufacturer of stainless steel items with its own brand,
specialized in the manufacturing of various components on behalf of third parties,
for different applications, using multiple technologies (shearing, bending, molding,
precision machining using a numerically controlled work center, cutting and marking
lasers, surface treatments) on different materials (steel, brass, aluminum,
iron, plastic materials). Able to create specific and "customized" products,
from the feasibility study to mass production, both for small and large
quantities.
Fumes, oil mists and industrial dusts extraction and filtration turnkey plants design
and construction.
New and second hand machine tools trading.
Reseller of integrated CAD / CAM and iMachining solutions.
Solid World srl is a Solidworks Italia authorized reseller, we sell and support 3D CAD,
CAM, PDM, PLM, FEM, eCAD, 3P print solutions. we promote and support
innovation in the design and production departments.
Sorma Spa is a cutting tools Italian distribution company oriented to the mechanical
industry - tools for cutting and abrasion of stone, glass, ceramic, metal and
composite materials.
Taps for nuts distribution - cold molding equipment - molding machinery - tappers sorters - fasteners.
Manufacturing and import of mechanical components made in lost wax investment
casting.
Technopolymer molding - mechanical machining on plastic - mold design - gear
molding.
Steel, stainless steel and alloys hot forging.
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Company Name
STEELMASTER SRL

City

Website

Activity Description
STM - PULVER STHAL Munchen - Deutschland exclusive agent for Italy. Powder
technology steels. Greater toughness, greater wear resistance, better workability
and excellent dimensional stability after treatments.

Pavilion

Stand

A

195/210

MI

www.steelmaster.it

MI

www.syndal.it

Wholesale of standardized components for metal sheet cold stamping .

B

260

BS
VA

www.systemt.it
www.ta-srl.it

Direct distributor for Italy of the Go2Cam CAD / CAM software.
Precision CNC machining - bar turning.

C
A

628
107

T.M.G. TORNITURA MECCANICA GIANOLA SRL Cossato

BI

www.meccanicagianola.it

Turning and milling workshop specialized in the ball valves processing.

B

293

T.P.A. SRL
T.S.A. SRL

Brendola
Barzago

VI
LC

www.tpa.vi.it
www.tsasrl.net

Specialized Company in mechanical machining for third parties.
Compressed air systems and pneumatic components trading.

C
B

TAU SERVICE SRL

Gallarate

VA

www.tausrl.it

Industrial technical items trading.

A

TBM DI TURCONI E BORRONI SNC

Marnate

VA

www.tb-m.it

Mechanical tools in general, mechanical works in general.

B

506
296/297
156/157/
158
320

Metal turning, specialized in the production of brass bar parts, from 10 mm
diameter up to a diameter of 100 mm using CNC lathes. The company offers
direct collaboration and technical support to customers.

B

441

A

171/172

B

398

A

194

A

47

SYNDAL SRL
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY SRL
T.A. SRL

Mesero

Province

Trezzano sul
Naviglio
Mazzano
Arcisate

TECKNA SRL A SOCIO UNICO

Alzo di Pella

NO

TECNICA GASKET SPA

Paratico

BS

www.tecnicagasket.com

TECNOBOLT SRL

Seveso

MB

www.tecnobolt.com

TECNO-CAD

Alice Castello

VC

www.tecnocad-vc.it

TECNOLARIO SRL

Lecco

LC

www.tecnolario.com

TECNOMAS SRL

Bernareggio

MB

www.tecnomassrl.it

Design and construction of injection molds for thermoplastics and die casting.

B

306

TECNOSTAMPOFUSIONE DI VITO ARCIERI

Basaluzzo

AL

www.tecnostampofusione.it

shell and die-casting foundry - aluminum, bronze, brass and zinc.

C

531

TECNOSTYLE SRL
TEKNO SERVICE DI PANZERI STEFANO

Valdobbiadene
Galbiate

TV
LC

www.tecnostylesrl.it
www.tekno-service.it

B
A

404
80/81

TEKROLE SRL

Travedona Monate

VA

www.tekrole.it

C

633

TEOMA SRL
TOP AUTOMAZIONI SRL

Assago
Poggio Torriana

MI
RN

www.teomasrl.it
www.topautomazioni.com

B
B

390
395-397

TOPCAR SRL

Bulciago

LC

www.topcarsrl.com

B

268

TOPSOLID ITALIA SRL

Modena
Garbagnate
Milanese

MO

www.topsolid.it

Turned and milled small metal parts.
Sale of CAD / CAM systems and data transmission.
Handling systems design and construction (conveyor belts, roller conveyors) and
modular aluminum systems fixing.
CN Tsudakoma turntables trade, installation and assistance.
Manufacturing of automatic bar loaders and unloaders for lathes.
Forklifts, aerial platforms, earth moving machines trade, rental, assistance - training
courses for forklifts and platforms operations.
CAD / CAM software trading.

B

422/423

MI

www.tormes.it

Precision mechanical machining for third parties in medium and large serie.

A

130

TORNERIA AUTOMATICA FAENTINA

Faenza

RA

www.torneriaautomaticafaentina.com

Automatic bar turning for mass production according to customer's drawing.

B

334

TORNERIA FANTI R. SRL

Collegno

TO

www.torneriafanti.it

A

36

TORNERIA P.M.S. SRL

Montecchio
Maggiore

VI

www.torneriapms.com

Precision mechanical processing for third parties.
Precision mechanical turning. Turned and milled parts according to customers'
drawings in various types of steel, stainless steel, brass, aluminum, cast iron,
bronze. Bar or pressed item processes, including eventual surface and heat
treatment.

C

536/539

TORNERIA ROCCA GIUSEPPE & C SNC

Mandello del Lario

LC

www.roccatorneria.it

Automatic precision turning using multi-spindle lathes.

C

509

TORMES SRL

Rubber, liquid silicone and thermoplastic materials for all applications (molding of
gaskets and parts according to drawing)
Manufacturing and trading of fasteners, bolts and screws made in stainless steel and
nickel alloys according to customer specifications.
Industrial automation - robotic islands integrators
Business consultancy, safety, environment - management systems - waste disposal
brokerage - integrated building design
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Company Name

City

Province

Website

Activity Description

Pavilion

Stand

TORNOMATIC PONTIROLO SRL

Pontirolo Nuovo

BG

www.tornomatic.it

Small parts turning - gear shaping - planetary gearboxes design and production.

A

5

TRE - DI SNC DI DA RUOS A. & C.
TRIMAT SRL
UBR SRL

San Vendemiano
Viganò
Gussago

TV
LC
BS

www.tredisnc.it
www.trimatsrl.it
www.ubr.it

Precision Turning - custom designs on customer request.
Aluminum profiles to design processing.
Special tools manufacturing.

A
C
B

41
571
277

www.unisida.eu

Unisida is specialized in the production of technically advanced consumer products,
for waste water and for surface treatments and, more precisely for "mass-metal
finishing" (sanding, deburring, polishing, super polishing). We produce systems,
machines and specific plants for finishing processes with a high capability to adapt
to the needs of their customers, our water treatment plants are compact and can
treat large quantities of wastewater in a small space. Unisida also offers a vast
experience for maintenance / revamping of machines of the major brands on the
market. Our products are suitable for many different applications such as: micromechanical and mechanical components (watches, computers, weapons and
ammunition, etc.), jewelery, eyewear and finishing of precious metals for jewelery
and for the luxury sector, automotive, locks, door handles and wooden parts.

A

92

B

317

UNI.SI.DA SRLS UNITA' SISTEMI
D'AUTOMAZIONE

Monza

MB

UNISPECIAL SRL

Saletto di
Vigodarzere

PD

www.unispecial.it

Turned and milled parts to design and precision mechanical small parts in ferrous
and non-ferrous materials: small parts from Ø2 mm to Ø40 mm as well as very long
parts up to 3700 mm; manufacturing of turned and milled parts from bars up to
Ø80 mm; reworked turned parts up to Ø300 mm obtained from pieces or
castings - Additional internal processing: tapping and rolling, laser marking,
keys slotting, broaching.

UTENSILERIA CARLO SPREAFICO SRL

Lecco

LC

www.spreafico.it

Wholesale of machinery, equipment, plants for industry and trading companies.

A

9/10

UTIMAC TORINO SPA

Robassomero

TO

www.utimac.com

A

UTP SRL

Gallarate

VA

www.utpsrl.com

Single and multi-spindle automatic lathes construction and trading.
Trade in technical, safety prevention, plastic and aluminum structures - Best
Bonfiglioli dealer.

6-8
159/160/
161

VALDAMBRINI MECCANICA SRL

Arezzo

AR

www.meccanicavaldambrini.it

Milling - turning - study and design.

B

328/329

VAL-PO-CI

Cercino

SO

www.valpoci.it

Components for industrial automation distribution specialized in the pneumatic
components distribution.

B

341/342

VALSECCHI E DEVIZZI SRL

Valgreghentino

LC

www.valsecchidevizzi.com

B

365

VEMAUT MACCHINE SRL

Milano

MI

www.vemaut.it

A

24

VERZOLLA SRL
VIBIERRE SRL

Monza
Oggiono

MB
LC

www.verzolla.com
www.vibierre.it

B
C

374
604

VI-DA SRL

Darzo di Storo

TN

www.vi-da.com

A

206

VINCIT DI LEIDI CARLO & C. SNC

Valmadrera

LC

www.vinc.it

B

257

Automatic turning - small metal parts
Trading in new and second hand machine tools - maintenance service - training
courses.
Industrial supplies.
Wholesale screws, nuts, washers, dowels.
Special turned and milled parts to customer design for the automotive, aerospace,
motorsport, food, electrical and all special applications.
Trading , installation and assistance of compressors and compressed air treatment electro pneumatic automation - blowing nozzles and air blades Energy saving Silvent
- rotary vane compressors distributor Mattei - rotary screw compressors distributor
Elgi - certified distributor Parker Automation - certified distributor Parker
Compressed air treatment.
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Pavilion

Stand

VIPA SRL

Rolo

RE

www.vipaspa.it

Nuts and bolts marketing, various classes and materials forin all product applications
and exports to over 80 countries through four worldwide branches.

B

447

VISION ENGINEERING LTD

Cinisello Balsamo

MI

www.visioneng.it

Trading and manufacturing of stereo visors, stereo microscopes and non-contact
measuring instruments.

A

108/109

Vitiesse srl specialty is the supply of turned and milled design parts for the most
varied applications, all components are followed by barcode cycles capable of
tracing and identifying production batches. We supply components completed with
heat, protective, galvanic treatments, adjustments , assemblies, pre-assembled
with gaskets, customized packaging. We are able to supply kanban supplies
using a latest generation robotic warehouse.

B

309

C
C

568
602

B

416

CC

730

A

207

B

310

C

556

VITIESSE SRL

Brendola

VI

www.vitiesse.com

VSB CARPENTERIA METALLICA SRL
WALTECH S.A.S.

Solaro
Busto Arsizio

MI
VA

www.vsbcarpenteria.it
www.waltech.it

WORKINSIEME

Settimo Torinese

TO

www.workinsieme.it

ZA - BER SRL

Lonate Pozzolo

VA

www.za-ber.com

ZEMINIAN SAS

Lainate

MI

www.zeminian.com

ZETA STAMPI SRL

Viganò
Sant'Agata
Bolognese

LC

www.zstampi.net

Mechanical processing according to customer's drawing and specifications
Hydraulic / pneumatic cylinders manufacturing, iso / special serie - cylinder overhaul
- processes for third parties.
Mold construction - plastic molding.

BO

www.zetatrading.it

Steel trade .

ZETA TRADING DI ZAMBELLI ANDREA

Exclusive importer of tools to mark and knurl for CNC lathes.
Business network production chain: EURO STAMP 1 srl, EUROFAST srl, GN
ENGINEERING srl, IMPICCICHE 'AGOSTINO srl, I.T.L. srl, S.T.A. srl, TEKLOOK srl
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